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Abstract: In the last decade, technological advancements in the cyber-physical system have set the basis for real-time and context-aware services to ease human lives. The citizens, especially travelers, want to experience a safe, healthy, and timely journey to their destination. Smart and on-ground real-time traffic analysis helps authorities further improve decision-making to ensure safe and convenient traveling. In this paper, we proposed a transport-control model that exploits cyber-physical systems (CPS) and sensor-technology to continuously monitor and mine the big city data for smart decision-making. The system makes use of travel-time, traffic intensity, vehicle’s speed, and current road conditions to construct a weighted city graph representing the road network. Traditional graph algorithms with efficient implementation technologies are employed to respond to commuters’ and authorities’ needs in order to achieve a smart and optimum transportation system. To efficiently process the incoming big data streams, the proposed architecture uses the Apache GraphX tool with several parallel processing nodes, along with Spark and Hadoop that ultimately provide better performance against various state-of-the-art solutions. The system is thoroughly evaluated in terms of system throughput and processing time, revealing that the proposed system is efficient, robust, and scalable.
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1. Introduction

Currently, billions of heterogeneous devices and smart objects are interconnected over the Internet. Integrating these smart objects and devices on interconnected networks establishes a smart system, termed as a cyber-physical system (CPS). The number of interconnected devices is substantially increasing day by day. For instance, one of the recent CISCO reports [1] stated that the total number of connecting devices around the globe would outnumber the human population by more than three to one with a total of 29.3 billion networked devices in 2023. This figure is substantially higher as compared to 18.4 billion in 2018. The significant increase in the number of CPS devices laid the basis of the digital world. CPS lifts humans’ quality of life in terms of their health, transportation, emergency response, safety, and security, and much more. Numerous developed countries have started to invest their efforts and resources to implement CPS to propose innovative services to enrich the human experience. Smart planning and development in the urban areas have a crucial impact on inhabitants’ life quality [2]. This impact can be in terms of...
their security, safety, health, pollution safety, and so on so forth. In developed countries, various smart planning and development projects are undergoing that make use of the city data collected from distinct kinds of sensors deployed within a city. They provide the monitoring services for the cyclist, automobiles, air pollution, car parking regions, noise, surveillance, and others by utilizing the CPS infrastructure [3]. As an example, Japan launched broadband communication between individuals (people to people), machines (machine to machine), and possessions (things to things) through the deployment of CPS to make the world smarter [4]. On the other hand, South Korea launched CPS enabled Smart Manufacturing System for enhancing the regular operations of the manufacturing industry [5]. These indicated initiatives served as the groundwork for CPS technologies.

A cyber-physical system consists of embedded systems installed on billions of smart objects. Thus, the size and scope of CPS are increasing immensely that bring new opportunities and challenges [6,7]. Such systems yield thousands of bytes per second with a diverse nature of the information that results in massive data, termed big data. In the same way, big data also brings a lot of challenges as well as opportunities. Thus, the suitable and worthwhile analytics on the big data conveys the advancement in information and communications technology (ICT) and enriches the city traffic with smart decisions [8]. Hence, big data analytics give a deeper understanding and insight knowledge of the data with useful future predictions that can be used for decision-making in planning and development [9–11]. Conversely, owing to the large volume of data generated by CPS devices, the challenges to handle it for smart and intelligent decisions have also increased. These challenges are mainly related to data storage, management, processing, and analysis.

The development of any city mainly relies on the transportation system’s condition and its facilities to the citizens. A smart transportation system, with real-time information to citizens, provides safe and convenient traveling options that can be worked on promptly [12]. These facilities affect citizens’ lives in terms of their rapid movement and provide many other remunerations to a society, such as pollution avoidance, economic boost up, speedy development, better health, and much more. Various studies [13–16] have proposed different techniques and systems to handle big data generated by smart cities to generate smarter, intelligent, and sustainable results. However, these systems do not solely focus on the real-time smart transportation management component with a big data perspective. Analysts predicted that seventy percent of the earth’s population, which is larger than six billion, would move to urban and adjacent areas by 2050 [17]. As a result, it will significantly increase the volume of traffic in the city. This massive growth in the city traffic intensity will cause overwhelming communication between vehicles and road sensors in the CPS environment, producing high-velocity big data. Moreover, this overwhelming increase in traffic intensity may lead to a proportional rise in on-road traffic accidents. Consequently, citizens will face the problems of traffic jams and being delayed to reach their destinations. With the growing evolution of technology, people might want to access any information, anytime and anywhere regarding on-road city traffic. Simultaneously, the authorities might also require distributing the city traffic to avoid traffic congestion by intelligently diverting traffic to less crowded roads in real-time. This distribution also reduces air pollution that makes inhabitants healthier. In a nutshell, there is a need for traffic authorities to control the traffic system smartly with minimal human interventions and resources. This smart management of the traffic facilitates real-time transportation statistics to the resident and leaves a significant influence on citizens’ lifestyles. The main contributions of this research include:

1. A smart transport control model is proposed that is able to harvest the real-time data from road sensors and provides data aggregation and data processing facilitates over huge datasets to generate smart transportation management related decisions.
2. Traditional graph algorithms are employed in a parallel environment of the Hadoop ecosystem where the big graph is split into mutually node-exclusive sub-graphs, which are individually run on distributed Hadoop and Apache Spark nodes. The road network is represented as a weighted graph with various basic-weights, including
vehicle count, vehicles’ speed, and distance. The final weight is computed for each road-link (graph edge) from basic-weights depending on the given commuter or authority’s use-case.

3. The proposed system is practically implemented using Apache Spark GraphX on top of the Hadoop ecosystem by replaying city traffic datasets to imitate as a real environment. The system is evaluated concerning efficiency by considering its throughput and response time with various aspects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background study on the related existing work. Section 3 describes the proposed system’s details, which includes the proposed system architecture, implementation model, details of graph-based approach, and the data analysis. Section 4 presents the implementation environment and evaluates the system in terms of efficiency. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusive remarks are presented.

2. Related Work

The recent research findings are limited in the field of smart transportation and CPS. Furthermore, they lack big data processing technologies while working with real-time transportation data. Furthermore, the current intelligent transportation systems widely depend on historical data and human findings that do not consider real-time traffic information and its velocity into account. For instance, Van Lint [18] redesigned the existing learning model that takes knowledge from historic and complex data for traffic dynamics to establish an intelligent transportation system. With different approaches, Van Lint [18–20] only considered a specific traffic problem, which determines the short-term travel time based on traffic-history on a freeway. Similarly, Lin and Liu [21] upgraded the existing analytical system called the optimal dynamic traffic assignment model, which was based on linear programming in order to merge junctions. Zhao et al. [22] used linear programming and proposed a searching algorithm based on a greedy approach for fast, optimal, and single-cycle signal timing at distinct oversaturated junctions.

On the other hand, researchers also worked on various safety issues for the transportation systems. For example, Mulder et al. [23] proposed a support system design for drivers to control the manual longitudinal of a car when following a car. Their main aim was to build a system that cooperates with the car driver while maintaining a safe distance from the leading vehicle. Furthermore, as a part of an intelligent transportation system, some researchers proposed an electronic-toll-collection system [24] by using infrared technology with extended communication areas and performance of data transmission. Alonso-Ayuso et al. [25] worked on airspace transportation management to avoid accidents and collisions among a large number of planes. For this purpose, they used geometric transformations along with mixed a binary linear optimization model. Basically, they worked on deciding the best configuration for a new aircraft, such as its velocity and altitude, to avoid airspace conflicts. Besides, Ondrej Pribyl [26] used the entropy measure as an objective function in order to establish an intelligent and smart level. Similarly, Fenghua Zhu [27] proposed architecture for parallel transportation management and control systems (PTMS) to contribute to smart city establishment. Furthermore, a parallel spatio-temporal database approach [28] was proposed by enabling smart transportation while considering the GPS data of vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians.

With the increasing urban population growth, the overwhelming traffic management-related issues are getting more challenging to solve. As a result, traffic congestion and the number of accidents escalate. Several traffic management methods and technologies within the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) based on 5G are designed to reduce road accidents, congestion, and pollution. The authors in [29] presented a thorough examination of 5G about road traffic management and revealed various issues during resource allocation. The integration of vehicular ad hoc networks with long-term evolution (LTE) creates a heterogeneous network capable of delivering seamless connectivity and meeting the communication needs of intelligent transportation systems. Vehicle clustering on the IoV is
essential for reducing data and better LTE network utilization. Similarly, authors in [30] highlighted challenges in sharing expensive data collected from the IoV non-cooperation in the clustering process and within a cluster. The study proposed two algorithms for a dominant strategy to accept the request of the cluster head. The implementation of the proposed algorithms shows promising results for vehicular applications for road traffic management with heterogeneous network infrastructure. In [31], a resource allocation algorithm was proposed called ACORA scheme to manage connected vehicles based on a nature-inspired algorithm that is ant colony optimization. The authors use a swarm intelligence algorithm for the purpose to reduce computation complexity during resource allocation.

In the IoV applications, sustainability can be achieved by deploying pollution-free vehicles, preserving road traffic safety, and avoiding accidents or collisions. The authors [32] conducted a brief review of existing sustainable transportation techniques in the IoV and numerous sustainability features and the benefits and drawbacks of existing transportation systems to develop an effective, sustainable transportation planning system. Based on the survey results, it is clear that several current approaches are geared towards achieving varied sustainability features in terms of transportation. Existing techniques for pollution control, carbon emission reduction, and energy conservation do not include road traffic safety. In contrast, road traffic safety and driver/passenger safety methodologies do not include pollutant control, carbon emission reduction, or energy conservation. The authors in [33] highlight the set of ideal characteristics related to traffic circumstances that could be determined based on the traffic data distribution and then utilized to forecast future traffic running conditions.

In heterogeneous vehicular clusters, vehicle synchronization is critical for effective data sharing. To assist drivers on the roadways, roadside unit clusters in vehicular networks play a vital role. In [34], the role of roadside unit clusters to predict road traffic patterns is presented. The study performed data processing at the vehicle cluster level to improve the capabilities of roadside units with the help of deep learning. However, signal interruption from the global positioning system (GPS), particularly in metropolitan areas, significantly affects the loss of synchronization among the vehicles, leading to cluster instability. The inability to design cost-effective solutions for obtaining assistance and route planning applications is hampered by the instability of connections. The authors discuss the use case where connected vehicles that depend on GPS perform poorly in urban areas. The findings suggest that the proposed mechanism enhances vehicular network capabilities, allowing the IoV to function better in complicated (heterogeneous network) network scenarios. Similarly, authors in [35] discuss QoS techniques in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication that is based on dedicated short-range communication (DSRC). Vehicles exchange information on route choices, congestions, and traffic and decide by selecting the best option with the help of a QoS mechanism based on the data aggregation technique.

Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) is a new paradigm in the IoV that has revolutionized vehicle communication and traffic control applications. Vehicles' underused resources can be shared with other vehicles via the VANET to improve road traffic management. The ability of cloud computing to integrate and share resources has the potential to play a role in the development of traffic management systems (TMSs). In [36], the authors present a taxonomy of vehicular clouds to identify and differentiate the type of vehicular cloud integration. The VCC is expected to play a vital role in the future development of the intelligent transportation system. The VCC and its evolving form of IoVs offer much potential for generating more efficient autonomous vehicles.

The increase in vehicular traffic in metropolitan areas makes it difficult for authorities to manage city traffic. Due to a scarcity of human resources, authorities turn to intelligent and automated traffic management technologies to handle the growing traffic volume. In [37], the authors emphasize the importance of vehicular cameras in reporting traffic violations on the road and proposes a system for analyzing collected video for illegal behavior and reporting breaches to traffic authorities. The Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) is used to identify front cars, while the Hough transform is deployed to identify road
lanes. The violations are then recognized with the help of the violation-detection algorithm, which detects traffic offenses such as making an incorrect U-turn or driving on a yellow or center dividing line to help the fog/edge IoT devices.

The restrained adoption of wireless technology in CPS is partly due to a lack of knowledge of the real impact of wireless deployment on physical processes, particularly in circumstances where low latency and high-reliability communications are required. The authors in [38] proposed a method for merging wireless network traffic statistics with physical process data to evaluate the impact of wireless communications on the functioning of a manufacturing industrial work-cell. The authors presented a novel method for capturing network and operational event data from a factory work-cell, with the goals of capturing and storing network and active events, calculating network performance metrics, and identifying performance dependencies between the network and the physical assembly of the work-cell. With the help of a graph database, the authors implemented a use case with an emulated robotic manufacturing factory work-cell approach with two collaborative grade robot arms for a pick-and-place task. Results show that wireless transaction latency has a minimal impact on the physical actions processing time. Furthermore, the authors suggested that the findings be applied directly in the control domain, with control loops reacting to changes in physical parameters by adjusting wireless network settings.

However, all of these approaches did not consider real-time traffic data and use state-of-the-art streaming APIs such as Spark to facilitate users based on real-time traffic scenarios. For example, in finding the suitable path to the given destination based on the user query, Google makes decisions based on offline data, which do not always convey satisfactory real-time results. Their results only use the distance measure to find the route, not the current traffic parameters, such as the real-time traffic intensity, the speed of vehicles, and road condition. However, when we talk about getting the real-time traffic information through IoT devices, billions of IoT objects work together to produce big data gigabytes in concise time chunks. These objects might work as a part of a vehicular network or can be a road sensor network. Thus, processing and analyzing such a big volume of high-speed data aimed at making intelligent transportation decisions is the main challenge to be countered. Therefore, by examining all the citizens’ and authorities’ current needs, we focused on establishing a smart city through the provision of smart transportation while utilizing real-time traffic analysis and graph processing techniques as road segments connectivity lend themselves easily to a graph structure.

3. Smart Transport System

This section discusses the proposed smart transportation system and presents its general layered architecture, the smart transportation building model through an implementation model, the data analytics procedure, and graph algorithms used along with their applications.

3.1. System Architecture

Smart transportation assures to deliver the right information at the right time at the right place and on the right device to facilitate the citizens while making any transport-related decision. To present CPS for the smart transportation system, we propose two main subsystems shown in Figure 1. These two subsystems include the vehicular network and the road sensors system. The road sensors are installed at each intersection of the road to collect information along with a small computing device to calculate the traffic information, including the number of vehicles, average speed of vehicles, and current traffic intensity. On the other hand, the vehicular network system is used to get the individual vehicle information such as location and speed. The proposed system counts on relay nodes, coordinators, gateways, aggregators, and classifiers to link both subsystems. For coherently processing the generated big data, parallel processing servers such as Hadoop and Spark are employed.
The proposed system’s layered architectural view is presented in Figure 2. The proposed system generates and efficiently processes large graphs from vehicular based big data. The complete system is divided into seven layers, i.e., the data source layer, communication layer, graph building and processing layer, result layer, interpretation layer, and application layer. Each layer is different from another, having a diverse functionality. The layer within the algorithm which generates data is the first layer in the proposed system, known as a data source layer. In order to develop a vehicular network for the disposition of road sensors, this data generation layer integrates all the features necessary to gather traffic-related information within a real-time basis. This data source layer uses relay nodes, coordinators, and gateways to transmit the data generated over the Internet.

![Figure 2. Layered architecture for the proposed smart transportation system.](image)

The second layer, represented as a communication layer, ensures data delivery between vehicles to the main analysis system, sensors to the analysis system, and subunits of the analysis system. This layer proposes cellular technology, such as 4G/LTE, 3G, GPRS...
to transmit data from vehicles to the Internet. Additionally, it can use Wi-Fi or Bluetooth technology to transfer data from road sensors to the Internet. Ethernet is proposed for all the communication within the subunits of the data analytic system.

The graph building layer is the key layer of our system, which generates and updates the graphs based on the real-time streaming vehicular data. In the first step, the city road graph is constructed that is scalable when a new road is built. The graph weights are updated only once any change happens in the traffic scenario, such as a sudden rise in traffic intensity or vehicle speed. Hence, the smart transportation system eludes the overhead of creating new nodes and edges or regenerating the whole graph repeatedly. In the case of weight appraisal, it employs an indexing mechanism to search a particular edge for updating. With a high velocity of data on roads, the indexing mechanism remarkably minimizes the searching and weight updating cost. Furthermore, to further enhance the system efficiency, it employs parallel processing of a single graph using multiple nodes while dividing the graph into numerous mutually exclusive sub-graphs. Afterward, when processing is required, it forwards all the independent sub-graphs to the processing server; hence it balances the system load.

The graph processing layer assists in processing the sub-graphs by accessing and distributing the load on multiple parallel servers. Among others, every processing server hosts various graph algorithms based on the user’s request or the authorities’ requirements. Each sub-graph within the main graph in this layer has a server output corresponding to each sub-graph algorithm. The data processing layer’s output is in pieces or segments, where each piece/segment corresponds to results on each sub-graph. The chunks are therefore aggregated for final analysis. The analysis is performed in the result layer. The results from each server are then aggregated into the next layer. At the last two layers, the decision-making process is initiated on the basis of the results generated. The mandated user or the intended audience is then notified about the results. These results can be used to map efficient alternative routes to the destination or can be used to inform the authorities regarding road obstructions, road jams (high-intensity traffic), accidents, etc.

3.2. Implementation Model

A detailed implementation model of the overall system application is presented in Figure 3. The analysis system known as smart transportation building (STB) is the core basis of the proposed approach for developing the city’s smart transportation network. Collection unit, filtration and classification unit, graph generation and updating unit, storage units, and processing unit are some main components of the proposed system’s sub-units. Routed over the Internet, data from the sensors mounted on vehicles and roads reach STB via various relay nodes, coordinators, and gateways. A distinct collection unit for traffic collection is used to avoid loss of network data arising out of exceedingly high speed and velocity of the network traffic. To achieve this purpose, the distinct collection unit is coupled with a network acquiring data from the hardware and the driver at high-speed. In the next step, the data is filtered in the ‘filtration stage’, where the data is cleaned from noise, meta-data, and repeated data. This is an important step that directly affects the quality of the analytics downstream. We used Spark for removing noise utilizing a single base classifier over a partitioning of the training set. In the third stage, in the header of the packet, the data is categorized based on the metadata field. Additionally, preliminary decisions at this stage identify conditions with traffic situations on the road, which can result in fatalities from accidents, inadvertent road obstructions, etc. The baseline data is used to analyze existing conditions with the values/data for severe traffic using vehicle count, speed, and location information. Having the capability to process massive graphs, using Apache Spark GraphX Tool, the data generated is then plotted as graphs. Hadoop ecosystem with Spark is utilized to perform real-time processing on data for graph’s parallel processing. Graphs were reassessed using GraphX as it is the most feasible method for processing graphs, unlike the default programming model of Hadoop, i.e., MapReduce, which is comparatively inefficient.
Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS)’s capability to store data in the form of graphs is utilized. Timely modifications in the graph are required for all the rapid changes in the current traffic situations. Measured in segments of time, the changes in traffic are routed to central smart transportation building. The graph requires the addition of new nodes and edges for the new roads. If not, the traffic rate changes are updated in the form of weights in the graph. Figure 3 shows that citizens’ access to the system is limited as represented by dots. Information related to the least time taking a path to the endpoint and all notifications are presented in the traveler’s dashboard. Notifications pertaining to information about the current traffic scenario on roads and other severe commuters/road traffic situations are all directed for action to the related departments. Furthermore, full control of the system is with the authorities, and they can acquire any kind of current information. On receiving requests from commuters or authorities (actors), the system through using Spark GraphX and the current graph status, provides the result to the actors by processes the implemented graph algorithm.

3.3. Use of Graph Technology in Smart Transportation

To execute smart transportation decisions, pre-developed algorithms for graphs with fluctuating weights are proposed. An explanation of some set of circumstances where pre-developed graph algorithms can be used for smart transportation decisions is provided in this section. For transport related decisions to citizens, Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of overall use-cases developed. The assessment is not restricted only to the listed situation; it can also be used for taking various other transportation-related complex decisions by modifying the graph technologies and required algorithms. This section explains the generation of graphs from vehicular data and some different outcomes that can be established by using real-time vehicular data for achieving smart transportation. These are not limited to decisions such as finding express routes to desired locations, identifying road blockages and traffic jams, finding the express traffic-free quick routes for multiple destinations, etc.
Algorithm 1 Basic transportation decision making.

Inputs:
- Road network \( R \) with each road-segment distance \( \text{DIST} \) and number of lanes \( \text{No}_LN \)
- \( S_{nj} \) : Value of sensor \( n \), representing vehicle count and/or speed at junction \( j \)
- \( T_{nj} \) : Type of \( S_{nj} \)

Outputs:
- Quickest-route with time
- Highly-intense-route
- Blocked road

Steps:
1: \( \text{START} \)
2: \( \text{BuildGraph} (R, \text{DIST}, \text{NO}_LN) \)
3: \( \text{Weights}[V_i, V_j] \Rightarrow 0, 0, \text{DIST}, \text{NO}_LN \)
4: \( \forall (S_{nj}) \) DO
5: IF \( (T_{nj} = \text{Count}) \)
6: \( \text{NO}_V_j = \sum S_{nj} \)
7: ELSE-IF \( (T_{nj} = \text{Speed}) \)
8: \( \text{Avg}_SP_J = \sum S_{nj} / \text{NO}_V_j \)
9: ENDIF
10: \( \text{Weights}[V_i, V_j] \Rightarrow \text{NO}_V_j, \text{Avg}_SP_J, \ldots, \ldots \)
11: \( \text{START} \Rightarrow \text{Procedure_Quickest-Route} (V_i, V_j), E[V_i, V_j], \text{Weights}[V_i, V_j]) \)
12: \( \text{N-Weights}[V_i, V_j] \Rightarrow \text{DIST}[V_i, V_j] \times \text{Avg}_SP[V_i, V_j] \)
13: \( \text{ROUTE} \Rightarrow \text{SPST} (\text{N-Weights}[V_i, V_j]) \)
14: \( T_{Time} \Rightarrow \sum \text{N-Weights}[\text{SPST}[V_i, V_j]] \)
15: \( \text{END} \Rightarrow \text{Procedure_Quickest-Route} \)
16: \( \text{START} \Rightarrow \text{Procedure_Highly-Intense-Road} ([V_i, V_j], E[V_i, V_j], \text{Weights}[V_i, V_j]) \)
17: \( \text{N-Weights}[V_i, V_j] \Rightarrow (\text{NO}_V([V_i, V_j]) / (\text{NO}_LN[V_i, V_j] \times \text{DIST}[V_i, V_j]) \)
18: \( \text{ROAD} \Rightarrow \text{MxST} (\text{N-Weights}[V_i, V_j]) \)
19: \( \text{Extreme-ROAD} \Rightarrow (\forall \text{N-Weights}[V_i, V_j] \ w \ | \ w \epsilon \text{ROAD} \&\& w \leq \Omega \)
20: \( \text{END} \Rightarrow \text{Procedure_Highly-Intense-Road} \)
21: \( \text{END} \)

3.3.1. Graph Building

The city traffic is represented as a set of vertices and weighted edges, denoted by a graph \( RG \), i.e., \( RG = \{ V_i, E_{Vi,Vj} \} \), whereas vertex \( V_i \) of \( RG \) represents intersection \( i \) of the road network and \( E_{Vi,Vj} \) is the link between intersection \( i \) and intersection \( j \). Each link \( E_{Vi,Vj} \) stores three types of weights portraying current traffic conditions on that link. These three weights express the number of vehicles \( \text{No}_V(V_i, V_j) \), distance \( \text{DIST}(V_i, V_j) \), and average speed of vehicles \( \text{AVG}_SP(V_i, V_j) \) between intersections \( V_i \) and \( V_j \). Figure 4 presents a sample graph showing the road network of a small portion of the city. The road from intersection \( V_i \) to \( V_j \) and from \( V_j \) to \( V_i \) is shown by undirected edges. Figure 5 shows that the graph is processed by its division into reciprocally exclusive \( N \) sub-graphs, i.e., \( G_1, G_2, G_3, \ldots, G_n \) such that \( G_1 \cap G_2 \cap G_3 \cap \ldots \cap G_n = \Phi \). It is more feasible to segment the graph as per the city’s infrastructure setting, i.e., splitting graphs on the basis of bridges present throughout the city. Figure 6 shows the graph of a road in the suburbs of Rome, segmented based on the bridges into two sub-graphs. Individual Hadoop-node processes each one of the sub-graphs \( G_i \), whereas, at the data collection level, the results are aggregated. Subsequent decisions are processed via parallel processing of the sub-graphs using numerous graph algorithms.
Fastest route: The system’s main objective is to assist people in getting to their destinations in a timely manner by letting them know the fastest possible route. Most of the traditional methods only used distance as a parameter for the express route. Even so, due to crowded roads at peak hours, the shortest path might result into the slowest route. Thus, the proposed system considers the current traffic condition along with the distance measurements. Current traffic intensity along with vehicles speed is used by the proposed method to find the quickest route. To solve a commuter’s problem, the use of the shortest-path spanning tree (SPST) is acclaimed. Dijkstra’s algorithm, which assesses the direct express route to the destination, is a widely used graph algorithm for SPST. In the first case, when we only need to attain the shortest route irrespective of the time, the distance \( \text{DIST}_{V_i, V_j} \) is used as a weight of the edge to find SPST. In this case, the overall distance is calculated by Equation (1).

\[
\text{TotalDistance} = \sum \text{SPST}(\text{DIST}_{V_i, V_j})
\]  

(1)

The second case is the most widely required scenario, where the commuter needs the quickest route to their destination. Hence, in this case, current traffic conditions such as the average vehicles’ speed (\( \text{AVG}_{SP_{V_i, V_j}} \)), along with the distance (\( \text{DIST}_{V_i, V_j} \)), are used as weights on each edge. However, the weight on each edge is calculated by Equation (2)
Weight route = $DIST_{Vi,Vj} \times AVG_{SPVi,Vj}$

TotalTime = $\sum SPST(DIST_{Vi,Vj} \times AVG_{SPVi,Vj})$

Crowded roads: The traffic control authorities, on the other hand, are interested in observing over-used or crowded roads at different time-spans. With this measurement, they can divert traffic from over-crowded roads to barely-used roads. In such scenario, the road condition and the traffic intensity are major parameters to be considered. Accordingly, the traffic intensity ($NO_{VVi,Vj}$), distance ($DIST_{Vi,Vj}$), and the number of lanes ($NO_{LNVi,Vj}$) are used as basic weights for each edge, whereas the final weight for every edge is calculated as stated by Equation (4). Maximum spanning tree (MxST) algorithm is deployed by inputting final weights to determine all crowded links covering each intersection of the city road network. Prim’s algorithm and Kruskal’s algorithm are the two best options for MxST. The complexity of both of these algorithms is almost the same, which is $O((E + V) \log V)$ and $O(E \log E)$, respectively.

Weight$_{CrowdedRoad}$ = $\frac{(NO_{VVi,Vj})}{(NO_{LNVi,Vj} \times DIST_{Vi,Vj})}$

Extremely-Intense or blocked link: Finding blocked or over loaded roads is another possible need of traffic authorities. By the use of the blockage statistics, they can plan construction of new roads or widening of existing roads. In addition, real-time detection of blocked or overloaded roads can help authorities to take urgent actions to cater the situation. In this case, the weights are computing by Equation (4) and matched with a particular threshold using Equation (5). In case of crossing the threshold by a particular edge, the authorities are alerted by sending a blocked-road signal.

Weight$_{ExtInLinFind}$ = $\frac{(NO_{VVi,Vj})}{(NO_{LNVi,Vj} \times DIST_{Vi,Vj})} \geq \xi$

Quickest route with more than one destination: For daily commuters or delivery companies, traveling with multiple destinations with minimum possible time is a major challenge. Using real-time traffic conditions with the graph approach resolved their challenge by the proposed model. In this scenario, the final weights for each edge are computed in a similar way as we did in the case of finding the fastest passage by Equation (2). This challenge directly relates to the popular traveler salesman problem that can be resolved by various algorithms, such as Hamiltonian circuit.

Patrolling or cleaning problem: The patrolling police and cleaning or sanitation authorities need to visit all city roads in their jurisdiction. They can do it in a faster and more convenient way by using current traffic information and road network. Euler circuit and pathfinding algorithms are used for such problems. Euler circuit algorithm has $O(E)$ algorithm complexity with $E$ of edges.

3.4. City Traffic Data Analysis

Real-time data analysis is a crucial challenge in the smart transportation development system to take instant actions. Enabling smart transportation facilitates the official authorities and the people living in the city with various aspects, for example, it helps travelers avoid over-consumption of the fuel by efficiently selecting the best direction to get to their destinations. The robust smart transportation also ensures protection from air pollution by reducing traffic from congested areas. At this point, CPS technologies and big data analytics are utilized to analyze various kinds of vehicular data providing authorities with strategies to transform the city’s transportation system to be well-organized, efficient, and smart.
3.4.1. Datasets

We acquired real-time large size vehicular traffic generated datasets from various reliable resources. The Aarhus city located in Denmark traffic datasets [39–41] along with the Madrid, Spain highway vehicular traffic dataset [42] and vehicular mobility traces [43] of Cologne city of Germany are used for city traffic analysis. Aarhus city of Denmark dataset is generated by employing sensors at two endpoints of source and destination on numerous roads in the urban area to examine the vehicles’ movement between these points. Different parameters are collected in which few of them are related to the individual vehicle, such as the vehicle’s geo-position, the timestamp, and its speed. At the same time, other parameters represent the overall road current state such as traffic intensity on the road, the average speed of all the vehicles on the road, the distance of the road, number of lanes, etc. The Madrid Highway vehicular traffic dataset also covers the same information across two points of the highway. In Cologne, a city of Germany, vehicular mobility traces are produced by one of the institutes of the German Aerospace Center (ITS-DLR) as a part of the transportation project called TAPAS Cologne. It holds the mobility information of 700 cars moving within the 400 square km area of Cologne city within 24 h. A short summary of the datasets we have used in our study are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Datasets information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Location</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aarhus, Denmark</td>
<td>1.3 GB</td>
<td>26 (sensors-pos, dist., road-type, speed etc.)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrid highway</td>
<td>&gt;1 GB</td>
<td>5 (time, node, loc(x,y), speed)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cologne, Germany</td>
<td>4.03 GB</td>
<td>5 (time, v-id, loc(x,y), speed)</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2. Traffic Analysis

Initially, the traffic dataset acquired from Aarhus city, the second-largest city by population in Denmark, is analyzed by the proposed system. Figure 7 represents an analysis of the effect of traffic intensity on the vehicles’ speed. Between any two road segments with a granularity of 500 m, when the traffic intensity is more, i.e., (high number of vehicles between two points on the road), the typical vehicular speed is observed to be significantly low. Similarly, the opposite is observed, i.e., the average speed increases when fewer vehicles are on the road. As shown through the empty circle line on the graph, during various times of the day when the cars are significant (25–30) in number, the average speed becomes exceptionally low. However, as represented by the filled circle line on the graph, at the time when there are few cars, i.e., 0–10, the observed vehicular average speed is high. However, these scenarios do not always exist, and some anomalies are also observable, such as low average seed despite low car intensity. These scenarios mainly attribute to causes such as roads under construction or any accidents or weather situations such as rain, fog, etc.

On the other hand, the average speed and the road congestion/vehicle intensity on the road also impact the time it takes to reach the destination. Figure 8 represents the analysis of how the traffic intensity affects the time it takes to reach a destination and traffic’s impact on the overall journey time. It is, therefore, readily observable that the time taken to arrive at the endpoint increases with the increasing intensity of cars on the road. More number of vehicles means longer bottlenecks, thereby resulting in more time to reach the desired location as the vehicles’ average speed becomes low. Consequently, rather than only the distance information, we also account for the current time’s traffic information to compute the express distance between the source and its assigned destination.
It can be noticed that, at times, the traffic intensity occasionally varies on the same road. Analysis of traffic scenarios throughout the various times of the day allows the authorities to develop a time-specific traffic management plan to manage traffic at particular times. The state of traffic intensity at one of Aarhus city roads for two specified locations with a distance of 500 m on various timings is presented in Figure 9. The figure shows that the typical traffic-intensive hours within the day to be early morning 8:00–9:30 and noontime 11:25–12:30. Some possible explanations for this scenario include the start of office and school hours in the morning and end time at noon for the schools. The proposed traffic management system can, therefore, assist in notifying the designated departments of the time when the intensity of the traffic increases on a particular road, at various instances during the day. Additionally, the proposed system also has the capability to assess traffic information in real-time for recognizing obstructions on the road. The average speed and the number of automobiles on a particular road help identify a roadblock. Roadblock is denoted by a high number of automobiles with low average speed. Road obstruction on one of the roads in Aarhus city is presented in Figure 10. The figure clearly exhibits that even when the number of cars is less, the average vehicular speed is also low. A series of noticeable roadblocks can be observed to be occurring on different weekdays in the morning times. This scenario is due to the hindrances caused by the ongoing road construction and
morning time office rush hours. After small chunks of time, the current traffic situations are stored in the form of a graph and updated in real-time. The suggestion on the use of traffic information in real-time is based on the above-mentioned analysis. Smart decisions arising out of graph-development and various weight calculation mechanisms via existing graph algorithms help achieve smart transportation in the city.

Figure 9. The state of traffic intensity between two locations on various timings of the day.

Figure 10. The analysis road blockages on various time and date.

4. System Simulation and Evaluation

Since the proposed system involves the processing of large volume of datasets and graph processing, it is evaluated in terms of throughput and processing time.

4.1. Simulation Environment

The system is implemented on a Core TM i5 machine with a 3.2 GHz processor and a 8 GB RAM. Data are processed on both single and dual node Hadoop server along with Apache Spark GraphX for graph processing in Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system. The hardware and software configuration for the implementation of the system is also provided in Table 2. To evaluate the performance and efficiency of the proposed solution, comparison
is made with a couple of systems, including (1) a dual node Hadoop cluster with traditional MapReduce and (2) Apache Spark implemented on a single Hadoop data-node.

Table 2. Hardware and software configurations of the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Core(TM) i5-3470 3.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Disk</td>
<td>SATA 7200RPM HDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 14.04 LTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Spark</td>
<td>Spark 2.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Hadoop</td>
<td>Hadoop 2.6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system is tested in real-time by generating real-time traffic information and encapsulating it within the pcap packets provided by Wireshark libraries. The captured packets are transmitted towards the server, which processes the network packets and generates sequence files in Hadoop readable form using pcap-lib, Hadoop-pcap-serde, and Hadoop pcap input libraries. The resulting sequence files are processed by Hadoop and GraphX to generate graphs and analyze them to provide smart decisions for transportation. The dataset referred in Section 3 are used to perform the efficiency evaluation of the system.

4.2. Simulation Results

To show the major impact of algorithms processing large graphs and the performance of the proposed system, the efficiency for accomplishing smart transportation is evaluated in terms of throughput in Mbps (megabytes/sec) and response time. As represented in Figure 11a, it is observable that the upsurge in the dataset also led to an increase in the system’s throughput, maintaining a directly proportional relationship. We increased the dataset size in order to analyze the system’s proficiency in terms of throughput effectively and observed its effect on the system’s throughput. This is possible due to the Hadoop ecosystem’s ability to undertake parallel processing of large graphs. When a huge dataset is involved, the Hadoop system divides the data into segments and analyzes it simultaneously in parallel. As compared to other systems, throughput is relatively better for this dataset, i.e., 5345 MB. It is a significant accomplishment of the system that with the increasing dataset, the throughput (Mbps) also surges. In cases where the dataset is small, i.e., less than 100 MB, HDFS is not well suited to efficiently access a larger number of files with sizes less than its block size, mostly 128 MB. The performance of a single processor provides a constant throughput since it is unable to divide tasks for parallel execution. However, the architecture of Hadoop differs in a way that it follows parallelism at the lowest level, i.e., it divides the task parallel on the available multiple cores of the single processor. This ability of Hadoop is responsible for increasing the throughput even with an increase in the datasets. It is noticeable that the throughput level becomes constant when the computing capacity reaches maximum occupancy. It can be noted from Figure 11a,b that single node Apache Spark deployment provides better results for throughput and processing time when compared to dual node MapReduce-based Hadoop implementation. This shows the strength of Apache Spark (GraphX) deployment— even on a single datanode— as compare to traditional MapReduce-based implementation. Using a single node Apache Spark deployment, the proposed system increased the throughput by 14.9% and decreased the processing time by 19.8%. Hence, by using Apache Spark, the system can be implemented on multiple single node that can save time and resources.
The effect of processing time is also studied in terms of the graph size, since increasing datasets causes an increase in the number of nodes and edges in the graph. As represented in Figure 12a,b, we examined the system by intensifying the nodes and edges from 0 to 1000. While building the graph, a continuing increase in the processing time was observed, as when the number of edges and nodes was massively increased. On the contrary, the proposed system has a very fast processing time even for one hundred thousand nodes and edges, i.e., less than one thousand milliseconds. Hence, the processing results reasonably conclude that the system’s performance is adequate in real-time if Spark and GraphX are used in system development on the Hadoop ecosystem. The increase in processing time with the increasing dataset is expected. However, this increase in processing time is lower in comparison to other systems where the processing times are much higher.
Figure 12. Processing time for graph generation.

5. Conclusions

A commuter’s social life and the country’s economy are significantly influenced by smart transportation. In this paper, a prospective proposed system centered on state-of-the-art big data and graph generation technology and its parallel processing is suggested. To accomplish smart transportation, the graph-oriented approach is adopted, as the graph denotes transportation infrastructure effectively. The data analyzed for vehicular traffic is accessed online from different world cities, including Denmark, Spain, and Germany. To powerfully process big data collected from vehicular traffic, the recommended system is divided into various layers. The system is implemented on a single and dual node Hadoop and Spark setup server environment. To achieve real-time efficiency, Spark Streaming and Spark with GraphX tool is used to process large graphs. The results conclude that the overall system’s efficiency can be intensely made effective by integrating Spark GraphX and the Hadoop ecosystem.
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